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About UDASMonthly Reports

Uttarakhand Disaster & Accident Synopsis (UDAS) is a monthly initiative by

Dehradun-based environmental action and advocacy group, Social Development for

Communities (SDC) Foundation. The goal of the UDAS reports is to document disasters and

accidents in Uttarakhand, leading to human and ecological casualties. UDAS is based on

media reports in respectable publications in English and Hindi newspapers, as well as news

portals. UDAS neither attempts nor claims to document all disasters and all accidents in

Uttarakhand; its focus instead is to document major casualties and non-casualty events on a

regular basis.

We strongly believe that with the perils of inclement climate and unabated disasters, the

ecologically fragile and earthquake-prone state of Uttarakhand needs to take many more

steps to increase its disaster preparedness. We, therefore, see UDAS as a document that

highlights attention towards the urgent need of a holistic disaster management and accident

minimization policy framework in Uttarakhand.

It is our earnest hope that UDAS will spur political leadership, policy makers, bureaucracy,

research and academic institutions, businesses, civil society organisations, media and the

citizenry at large to initiate inclusive, regular and action-oriented conversations on the

subjects of resilience, mitigation and adaptation in Uttarakhand. With mainstreaming and a

greater focus on the issue, there is likely to be an improvement in the process of planning of

climate actions and disaster management in Uttarakhand.

1. July 2023 : Joshimath “sinking” update

Unplanned infrastructure development, inadequate drainage and excavation of roads

through unstable debris slopes accelerated the instability and land subsidence in the

historical Himalayan town of Joshimath in Uttarakhand. These are the findings in the study

“Unstable Slopes and threatened livelihoods of the historical Joshimath town, Uttarakhand

Himalaya, India” published in the latest edition of Current Science journal.

The study was conducted by Indian geologists and scientists between August 2022 and

January 2023 when the region reported land subsidence resulting in the evacuation of the

locals from their houses.

As per the findings of the report, in the last few decades Joshimath has witnessed a

significant surge in population resulting in huge infrastructure development. This has caused

immense pressure on the finite resources and limited accommodation space on precariously

balanced vulnerable slopes.
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The report went on to add that in the last few decades, Uttarakhand Himalaya has witnessed

large-scale infrastructure development activities, particularly the proliferation of urban

towns driven by the increase in urban population up to 20 times between 1901 and 2011.

Such a rapid rate of urbanisation, if executed in an unplanned manner, is likely to create an

additional burden on existing resources and infrastructure, adversely impacting the

mountain ecology and terrain instability.

Therefore , the report concluded that it is important to assess the emerging risks and

vulnerabilities associated with growth of infrastructure on precariously stabilised slopes,

particularly in the Higher Himalaya, said the authors.

A six feet deep hole appeared in a field, according to an eyewitness, sparking fresh fears of

geological instability due to the monsoon rains. Vinod Saklani, a resident of Sunil ward in

Joshimath said that he discovered the hole in a small field near his house. The Saklani

family was among the first in the town to see cracks develop in their house two years ago.

The situation aggravated in early January this year in 2023.

The Joshimath Bachao Sangharsh Samiti (JBSS), a citizens collective pressing for speedy

rehabilitation of those affected by the Joshimath land subsidence resumed its agitation on

July 3 and held a day long protest at the towns tehsil premises, alleging non action by the

government over their 11 point demand list. The residents alleged that the government has

not moved an inch even as the situation was poised to become grave in Joshimath, especially

with the monsoon season entering its peak.
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After the monsoon rains, the authorities will begin the retrofitting of houses/buildings which

have small cracks and are located on “safe land” according to senior officials of the state

government. A four member committee has been constituted at the government level to

prepare a bid document to invite a third party company for retrofitting.

According to Piyoosh Rautela, Executive Director, Uttarakhand State Disaster Management

Authority (USDMA) who is one of the members of the Committee, “ Of the total 2364 units,

34 are totally dilapidated, 482 are unsafe for human habitation, 984 can be repaired after

investigation and 864 are completely safe. This has come months after a team of 15 member

NDMA team arrived in Joshimath for the Post Disaster Needs Assessment (PDNA) which is

an internationally accepted methodology for determining the physical damages, economic

losses and costs of meeting recovery needs after a natural disaster through a government led

process.

As per Atul Sati, convenor of JBSS “Cracks continue to appear in new places across the town.

In the already affected places, they continue to increase. But the administration doesn't seem

to be serious about it despite repeated letters. In case of excessive rainfall, the situation will

worsen”.
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2. July 19, 2023 : Namami Gange STP Electrocution in Chamoli District

Sixteen people, including a police sub-inspector and three home guard jawans were killed,

and eleven others were injured after they were electrocuted on the banks of the Alaknanda

river at a Namami Gange project site in Chamoli district on July 19, 2023 in the morning

hours. Of the eleven injured, six people have been airlifted to the All India Institute of

Medical Sciences in Rishikesh, while five others are being treated at the district hospital in

Gopeshwar, 10 kilometres away from the accident site.

NK Joshi, district disaster management officer, said that the incident took place at 11.35am.

“Of the 11 injured, the condition of two people is said to be critical while the rest are stable,”

he said.
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Senior police officials said that the body of a security guard, identified as Ganesh Lal, was

found by locals and family members a little short of 9 AM on July 19. Officers said that Lal

was likely electrocuted to death at night, as he had stopped responding to phone calls, which

in turn led to family members and locals going looking for him. Uttarakhand Power

Corporation Limited (UPCL) officials said that Lal’s death was likely caused by an electricity

leak in the wiring of the Sewerage Treatment Plant (STP).

The Namami Gange plant, that treats the flow of waste from the town into the

Alaknanda, is part of the national integrated conservation mission approved by the

Union government in 2014, to prevent pollution at source, and the conservation and the

rejuvenation of the Ganga.
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By 9.30am, a crowd had gathered near the spot where Lal’s body was discovered, that

included locals, his family and security personnel. Two hours later, they were still there with

the personnel holding inquest proceedings. “Around 11.30am, the police and the villagers

that were at the site conducting the panchnama (an inquest report) were electrocuted when

they touched the side railing,” said Chamoli circle officer Pramod Shah.

Eyewitnesses said that those who died were in contact with a steel railing that runs alongside

the treatment plant and all of them received a huge shock. “There was pandemonium. People

just collapsed and we thought people had fainted. We never imagined that so many people

would die,” said Raghu Sharma, a Chamoli resident.
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UPCL officials said that prima facie electricity was leaking through the internal wiring of the

STP, coursing through the railing and other equipment and there was no transformer blast.

Officials from the agency traded allegations with the Jal Sansthan, the department in charge

of the STP, accusing them of not giving them information that an electrocution incident had

taken place earlier in the morning. Officials of the Jal Sansthan however said that while they

would hold an internal inquiry, it was the UPCL that should have known there was an

electrical fault, particularly as Lal had been killed through a likely electric shock before the

incident at 11.30am.

Within hours of the accident, Uttarakhand chief minister Pushkar Singh Dhami ordered a

magisterial inquiry. An official statement by district magistrate, Chamoli, Himanshu

Khurana said, “According to the information received today on July 19, some people lost

their lives due to electrocution at approximately 11.30am at the Namami Gange project in

Chamoli. A magisterial inquiry is absolutely necessary, and I nominate Dr Abhishek Tripathi,

additional district magistrate, Chamoli, to hold the magisterial investigation.”

The magisterial probe into the Chamoli electrocution incident found that non compliance of

electrical safety standards, including improper earthing and non installation of suitable

moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB) at the Gopeshwar STP by the operating joint venture
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company led to the tragedy on July 19, 2023 in which 16 people lost their lives and many

others were injured.

Patiala-based Jai Bhushan Malik Contractors and Coimbatore-based Confident Engineering

India, the two firms operating and maintaining the treatment plant in Uttarakhand and

elsewhere in the country should be blacklisted, Chamoli additional district magistrate

Abhishek Tripathi recommended in his magisterial report.

“We found two main reasons for the Chamoli electrocution – improper earthing system and

non-installation of MCCB (moulded case circuit breaker) at the STP,” Tripathi said. “I have

recommended blacklisting of the joint venture companies all over the country. I have also

recommended departmental action against the concerned officials of Jal Sansthan (water

supply) and Uttarakhand Power Corporation.” There was no proper monitoring of the joint

venture company’s work and there was lack of coordination between the water and power

suppliers, he added. The probe also found invoices presented to the Jal Sansthan by the

company were suspicious.

“By not complying with the electrical supply safety standards, not deploying adequate

personnel at the STP, the joint venture company violated its agreement/contract with the Jal

Nigam and Jal Sansthan,” the magisterial report said.

Appropriate punitive action should be taken against the joint venture company and one

Bhaskar Mahajan, the report said. Departmental action should also be taken against

concerned officials of Jal Sansthan, who failed to monitor the company’s work appropriately

and cleared suspicious bills, it said. The report also recommended electricity safety audits of

all sewage treatment plants so that such incidents could be avoided in the future.
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3. The temple sinking at Gopinath, Gopeshwar, Chamoli District

As reported in the June 2023 UDAS report, temple sinking reports had emerged from the

Gopinath Mandir that is located in Gopeshwar in Chamoli district. Vyapar Sangh members

and the head priest of the temple had escalated the matter to the Archaeological Survey of

India (ASI) and district authorities. ASI had refuted the tilting but agreed that some stones in

the temple had been sinking and these would be replaced. Apart from this, the drainage

system will be improved.

In the latest developments, a team of ASI recently found foul smelling sewage inside the

sanctum sanctorum of the Gopianth temple, which it said is a serious threat to the sanctity of

the 11th century shrine. The temple is the winter abode of Lord Rudranath, regarded as an

incarnation of Shiva.

According to rules no construction can be allowed within 100 metres of any ASI protected

monument. However, several houses were found to have been built all around the temple

premises, very close to its boundary. ASI officials said they had written to the district
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administration about the grave concern of waterlogging and damaged sewer lines near the

temple, due to which sewage has reached the sanctum sanctorum.

4. Landslides at Mansa Devi hill threaten safety of 50,000 locals

The recurring landslides and land erosion fromMansa Devi hill during the monsoon season

have become a grave concern for the safety of 50,000 residents residing in residential

colonies such as Brahmapuri, Khadkhnadi, Nayi Basi, Jogia Mandi and Bhimgoda.

Over the past month, the Dehradun Haridwar railway track has been closed on four

occasions due to debris, and the continuous erosion and landslides pose a threat to two

British era railway tunnels. In light of these risks, the district magistrate of Haridwar has

urgently written to the disaster management secretary, requesting the formation of an expert

committee to assess the situation in the area.
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5. The sinking of Mastadi village, Uttarkashi District

Residents of Mastadi are getting very alarmed as the situation with land subsidence and

cracks in their homes is worsening. Water is seeping inside and fresh cracks have appeared

in houses, suspected to be caused by land subsidence following heavy rain.

As reported in June 2023 UDAS report land subsidence activity started in the region after

the 1991 earthquake. Satyanarayan Semwal, Gram Pradhan of Mastadi had said, "It is

distressing to witness fresh cracks and we are worried about what lies ahead."

He had added that "The government should take some action. At the very least, families

residing in the approximately 30 severely affected houses should be relocated." A team of

geologists had surveyed the village way back in 1997 and advised immediate measures to

counter the issue of land subsidence. However, "no concrete action has been taken to address

the problem to date", local residents said.
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A geological department team from Dehradun along with the district administration officials

conducted a survey of Mastadi village in July end 2023. The team collected samples of soil to

determine the causes behind the cracks. The geological team will submit the report to the

government after which further action will be taken.

6. July 2023 Uttarakhand Disaster and Damage Diary

The month of July has brought torrential rains to Uttarakhand, causing wide spread

damages, devastation and destruction.

As per state government data, 72 people have died and 179 injured in the monsoon period

due to natural disasters and road accidents (15 June till 28 July, 2023). The maximum

casualties have been reported from Uttarkashi and Haridwar. 443 animals have also died

during this period.

According to the natural disaster report of the State Emergency Operation Centre (SEOC), 29

people have lost their lives in the natural disasters - landslides being the biggest killer - in the

last one and a half months. Of the 29 fatalities, 19 were reported from 8 July, 2023 onwards.

8,580 hectares of agricultural land has been affected due to the floods. Of this, the maximum

i.e 8,507 hectares is in the district of Haridwar.
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About Social Development for Communities (SDC) Foundation

SDC Foundation is a Dehradun-based environmental action and advocacy group engaged in

communication, citizen engagement and capacity building in the Himalayan state of

Uttarakhand. The foundation works in partnership with the institutions of Government of

India, Government of Uttarakhand and other stakeholders such as research & academic

institutions, community groups, civil society, media partners, NGOs, businesses & trade

bodies, schools & colleges in the state.

Climate and environment conservation, waste management, sustainable urbanisation and a

basket of sustainable development issues are key focus areas of the foundation.

Anoop Nautiyal

Founder

Social Development for Communities (SDC) Foundation

Dehradun, Uttarakhand

Email : contactsdcuk@gmail.com and anoop.nautiyal@gmail.com

PS : Errors or omissions in UDAS documentation, if any, are purely unintentional. In case

any errors or key omissions are detected or any fresh updates are available for events that

are already documented, SDC Foundation may kindly be notified at email id

contactsdcuk@gmail.com. We shall make the necessary corrections in subsequent versions

of the monthly reports of UDAS.
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